
Email Personalisation  made easy using 
API Integrations



For a lot of marketers API’s sound complicated and not something they can 
practically take advantage of without IT support. 

This guide aims to show you how that isn’t the case, and how they can make a 
significant enhancement to your email personalisation. 

We will cover:

• What exactly is an API?

• What are the advantages of API’s for email marketing?

• Example use cases for APIs in email marketing

• How to implement API’s for email marketing

What you will learn in this guide



Reignite is a ‘Strategic Email Personalisation’ 
platform that helps marketers add 
sophisticated personalisation to their email 
marketing campaigns.

Key benefits include:

• Create new revenue opportunities 
through personalisation

• Slash email production time

• Works with EVERY email marketing 
platform

A core capability of Reignite is to integrate 
with API’s to inject personalised content into 
emails at the moment of open.

About Reignite

www.reignitehq.com

Works with EVERY email sending platform



If you are struggling with adding more sophisticated personalisation to your email 
marketing then using API’s can help.

API stands for ‘Application Programming Interface’. In plain English this boils 
down to two different software applications talking to each other, and 
exchanging data or performing actions.

In the context we are talking about today it tends to be requesting data from 
another platform - whether that is your website which is likely powered by a 
number of APIs, customer data platform or product catalogue. 

There are also thousands of API’s that allow you to do everything from get the 
weather in a location through to stock prices, currency rates or the latest sports 
scores.

These APIs offer marketers the ability to connect them to their email campaigns 
and use the data returned to personalise the email content.

What is an API?



FAST TO MARKET
You already have access to many API’s so its a quick way to get going, you don’t 
need custom development.

REAL-TIME CONTENT
Using a platform like Reignite to integrate an API with your email campaign 
allows the content to be refreshed at the moment of open, not when it’s sent. 
That opens up live pricing, product availability and much more.

NEW EMAIL FUNCTIONALITY
APIs give marketers new types of content that wasn’t possible before, from 
showing the live package delivery status in the email through to live appointment 
availability.

AGILE
Getting this type of content into your ESP can be challenging, with Reignite it 
doesn’t matter which ESP you use as it works out of the box with every email 
sending platform by adding our tags to your HTML email template.

What specific advantages do API’s provide?



Real-life use cases of API’s 
in email marketing

Practical examples of using API’s to increase revenue, save time 
& create memorable experiences in the inbox. 



A common use of API’s is to pull 
in live product details directly in 
the email, including via a 
recommendation model like this 
example with Cruising 
Excursions.

Using an API allows them to send 
one email with unique tours for 
each customer based upon the 
ports they will be visiting on 
their cruise, but also display the 
pricing in the customers home 
currency. 

Product Feeds & Recommendations

Unique tours shown per customer 
with pricing in local currency



Perhaps you have limited 
availability for products so you 
don’t want customers to have 
the experience of seeing 
something that has sold out 
since you sent the email.

Diamond Holidays achieved this 
with their late availability email, 
only showing deals still 
available with pickup points in 
the customers local area that 
were still available at the point 
of open.

Live Availability

Late deals pulled in live from 
reservations platform



Rather than get customers to 
visit your website to see 
availability for appointments or 
bookings show them in the 
email. 

Fitness studio Frame did this by 
showing a personalised class 
timetable with the latest slots in 
their favourite studio and 
genres.

Appointments & Timetables

Real-time 
timetable 

personalised for 
every Framer



Maybe you have a list of events 
you want to publicise? Rather 
than maintain this content 
manually you can connect to an 
API automate this. 

TV shopping channel Jewellery 
Maker use this technique to 
automate content in their 
newsletters by pulling it from 
their TV Guide API

What’s on?

Content 
automatically 

created from API 
& Spreadsheet



Another use is to connect with 
customer data - whether that is 
in a 3rd party loyalty platform, 
CDP or even a Google Sheet to 
personalise the imagery shown 
based upon loyalty points or 
shopping history. 

Here is an example where 
easyfundraising took customer 
data and used it to create an 
graph showing when they have 
shopped via their platform, 
along with a version showing the 
percentage of shops per 
category.

Customer loyalty data



If you connect your delivery 
partners API with your 
transactional email you can 
show the live shipping status 
every time they open the email, 
with no need to login to the 
website or send additional 
emails.

Package Delivery Status

Update delivery status 
on every open



How to setup API’s in your 
email campaigns

Reignite offers a range of pre-configured APIs for data sources such as 
location, weather & social feeds. 

However, you can also add any other API in just a few minutes – no complex 
integrations required.

Let’s quickly set up a simple example using a stock prices API.



Add the API URL in Reignite, and 
use {{brackets}} to add any 
dynamic placeholders. 

Here we are going to merge in 
the recipients favourite stock so 
we can show them the current 
price.

Reignite supports different types 
of authentication and custom 
headers to cater for a huge 
range of types of API.

STEP 1: Add your API



The Reignite editor allows non-
technical users to easily build 
professional results.

It’s got many features of 
Photoshop but is as easy as 
Powerpoint.

Simply drop in the merge tags 
for any personalised data or 
images.

STEP 2: Create your image



Flip into preview mode to see 
what your image looks like with 
live data.

Change the preview values to 
see different results.

STEP 3: Preview

Here we are previewing using the 
stock symbol for Apple 



To add your live images to your 
email simply copy and paste the 
HTML tags provided by Reignite.

Change any values in the URL 
with merge tags from your ESP 
to ensure each recipient 
receives an image with their 
personalised values.

STEP 4: Add your tags to your template

Change any values in the Reignite 
image URL to merge tags from 
your ESP to personalise to each 

recipient
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